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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mission of the Tennessee Section of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (TSITE) is the professional development and growth of the traffic and transportation industry, promoting safe and efficient flow of people, goods and services. Love the objective of TSITE I get two questions:  What do I do and why does the Department of Transportation in Tennessee care about freight? Why does TDOT care about freight? 6.3 million people lived in TN in 2015 – Increase of 2.1 million by 2040.  Think of impact?  Congestion, employment, infrastructure, people but stuff (not fluff) in freight volumes.  Informal: stop me of you have questionsI spoke a little less  than  2 years to the group and glad to be back here. Today, I will explain why it is important, what I do, current trends  nationally  and in TN.  Concerns that I have with  the  growth expected and how I see technology going to make  our lives easier (or maybe harder)!



Interim Director of Multimodal 

• 1. Transit 
– Administration of state and federal transit funding programs 

supporting large urban, small urban and rural transit providers, as 
well as non-profit serving the elderly and people with disabilities.
  

• 2.  Rail 
• 3.  Active Transportation 
• 4.  Water 
• Responsible for the grants and programs within these 4 

sectors. 
• Rail Competitive 
• Rail Rehabilitation 
• IMPROVE transit 
• Multimodal access grants  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TDOT has roughly 4,000 employees – 34 within Multimodal at TDOTTransit – largest piece with my workforce oversee compliance – 2018 there were 30 million trips traveling 54 million miles – 82,000 people take transit a dayRail – State safety oversight – MATA trolleys/Carta, grade crossings program - $5 million, rail inspectionActive Transportation – Bike / Ped  With over 40% of all trips in the United States two miles or less, good walking and bicycling facilities are essential as move forwardWater – Any potential for transforming the industry and shifting modal choices is what we need. Grant programs explanation:  $10.3 Rail rehab, $10.3 Rail Competitive, $21 million,  little under $14 million



Freight 

 
  
   

Source: Beyond Traffic  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check out this FORECAST…We need to do something today and tomorrow to be able to handle the projected freight volumes. Let’s face it the Southeast continues to grow.  Note the large truck growth but realize the multi-modal nature of deliveries.Notice the FORSEEABLE huge growth in air traffic. This bodes well for the TN and region and the EFFORTS of ITS and its members 



Why Is Freight so Important to Tennessee?   

Freight Alley  
   

 A region where logistics contributes to more than 40% 
of the economy. Freight Alley is an area that roughly 
defines freight traffic moving throughout the southeastern 
US, particularly in Tennessee, South Carolina, North 
Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama. For years, the region 
has been a manufacturing powerhouse and in no-small 
coincidence a major distribution and logistics region. We 
have named this region Freight Alley because of the 
importance logistics and transportation plays in the region 
and how important the region is to the North American 
logistics map. According to the latest census data, 37 
million people calls this area home (the Canadian 
population is 36.29 million). Also, interesting enough, the 
GRP (Gross Regional Product) of Freight Alley is $1.75 
trillion, slightly higher than the GDP of Canada at $1.53 
trillion. 
 
 
 
 

       

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set the stage…Regional stats:  Area has 11% of the US population but receives 14% of the freight.  Home of Fedex and UPS, Largest cargo airport, largest passenger airport, multiple automobile manufacturers – 18.4% of the cars in US double of what Detroit produces,  Volvo and Freightliner in NC, two global tire manufactures HQ’s (Bridgestone/Michelin), many brokerage and trucking companies, HQ’s to Pilot Flying J fuel travel operators – 12 largest private held company, 1 of the three top trailer manufacturers and mostly good SEC football! Although some people would argue the  mostly good football at UT’s and Vandy



Freight & Logistics Tennessee Assets 

 
Tennessee leads the nation in distribution 
 Rail – 6 out of 7 
 River – 5th largest inland port 
 Runway – largest North American airport 
 Road – major thoroughfares     
 
It spurs two other growth areas that are critical to 
Tennessee: 
 Tourism & Economic Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are FORTUNATE to have these assets in the state. #1 st8 for employment concentration in transportation and material moving jobs? #2 best state in infrastructure Tourism – Over $20 Billion to our economy last year, and 93% travel by automobile but 41% estimated of vehicle miles are from non-Tennesseans. Think IMPROVE Act and how that helpsTourism  -Second biggest industry with 100 million people visiting and continues to grow Of the 1260 workable projects under the Haslam administration, over 1,000 projects were either transportation and manufacturing jobs



So why is it important? 
Tennessee population growth expected to grow by 2.1 
million by year 2040.  Expected 34% growth! 
 
Two million more jobs by 2040 
 
90% growth in population (age 65+) by 2040 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traffic numbers – From 1990 to 2010, vehicles miles traveled is up 38% but roads have only increased capacity by 6%.  Future:  70% growth in urban areas. What mode is growing today or yesterday may not be there tomorrow as costs and economies change.  Think E-Commerce and how it has changed deliveries.   Each mode must be ready to maintain and attract new business especially in case of disruptions.  Transit emphasis in population growth



Freight Numbers Nationally 2019 

• What is the current environment of freight?  
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2019 Numbers:Goods from China down 5% - tariff discussionAccording to two consecutive growths of negative growth the transportation sector, we are officially in a recession (transportation is usually the first market to feel the effects of a recession with inventory levels and ratesMore vessels are parked due to fuel 2020 international ruleRates down 25% from last year contract prices �international volumes down 4%Air cargo – down 3.3% BUT typically stronger fourth quarter with holidaysTruck orders down 82%. Van orders down 78% but record year last yearExports negative for the first time since 2016Imports postitve year over year but negative YTFRates are all down from intermodal, van , reffer, flatbed



Freight Movement - Today 

• What is the current environment of freight in Tennessee?  
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand why it is important; lets talk a little numbers in the state - 1 in 13 are related to the trucking industry in some fashion10,000 trucking companies in the state 91% of Tennessee Communities depend exclusively on trucks to move the goods80%  of total manufactured tonnage in the state by trucksAlmost 80% of all freight revenue is moved via truck  New Governor took place in January – Emphasis on helping rural and distressed countiesSpeaking of logistics jobs. Largest Job announcement in the history of TN    Amazon just announced last week 5,000 jobs coming to Nashville at a $150 K pay scale. Eastern US hub Operations Center of Excellence 1,000,000 square feet $623 million capital investment.  Transport Topics announced Nashville was the big winner with the highervalue jobs than NY and DC area   So we talked about the growth, let’s talk about  issues  and how I see we can address  them in the future.   



Freight Concerns / Opportunities 

• Congestion / Infrastructure Issues 
• Resiliency 
• Truck Parking 
• New ideas 
• Fuel 
• Multi-modal supply chains in the future  
• First mile / last mile 
• You want it when? – Urban freight deliveries  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 bottlenecks according to ATRI – 3 in Nashville and 1 in Chattanooga.  Can’t just build your way out of it.  $74.5 Billion ATRI congestions costs.AWS  By exampleResiliency – disruptions are harder to re-bound. Bigger vessels, bigger trains, bigger demand. We cannot afford to be complacentTruck parking – NEP grant Middle TN - Demand grows problem will also grow. Studying on where it is an issue, private spots, 1,000 spots in the state but each spot cost $293,000Technology impact – blue tooth I840 More laterFuel:  92% of all fuel use is in the transportation sectors Must look at multi-modal solutions:  ‘right freight by right mode at the right time.  Not by ease or freight’Example  Urban growth and how do ‘package’ fr8 pedestrians solutionsCrazy that now you can get deliveries of everything.  How it all comes together is the real concern or opportunity…



Technology Impacts to Concerns/Oppty 

• Congestion / Infrastructure Issues 
• Resiliency  
• Truck Parking  
• New ideas - Technology impacts example 
• Fuel    
• Multi-modal supply chains in the future  
• First mile / last mile 
• You want it when? – Urban freight deliveries  
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Presentation Notes
Congestions – ITS message boards, widening, truck climbingResiliency – systems, fundingTruck parking – NEPNew ideas – drones, blimps, article on drones taking the place of container ships accelerator work, platooning, AV’sFuel  92% is diesel and gasTransportation of people and goods is 25% worldwide. Electric, hydrogen, combination, solar, biodiesel, natural gas100 people a day moving to NashvilleCity layoutOptions:Urban coreDelivery windowsConsolid8ionsLockersDronesScootersTechnology 



Freight Example – Multimodal Oppty  

Outside the box thinking:  COB (Total Supply Chain) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of reinfrocing the idea of a multi modal supply chain  Describe the freight flows… This is in Memphis but GA is doing interesting things at Chatsworth in NW GA – Shift of freight to Highway 411 We must look at multi-modal opportunities as a nation We cannot  afford  to wait



Should we worry at the DOT? 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autonomous Air Taxi – 9-26-27 – Worlds first self-flying taxi service recently completed its maiden concept test flight.  Dubai.  German company – Volocopter. Multiple redundancies including emergency parachutes, nine battery systems, quick battery charge and plug in system.  App will monitor all including route, booking, and reference details. Holds 225 pounds, 32 mph cruise, maximum flight time of 30 minutes



Contact Information 

Dan Pallme, Assistant Chief of Freight & Logistics 
Interim Director 0f Multimodal Division 
Environment & Planning Bureau 
615-741-4031 office 
615-879-4390  cell 
Daniel.pallme@tn.gov 
 
Let me know if you know others that want to be included on 
our freight contact list.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully the presentation will not be FORGETTABLE and it was INFORMATIVE

mailto:Daniel.pallme@tn.gov
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